
TOUR REGULATION 
 

 
The payment of the participation fee and the delivery of the required documentation must be made before 

the departure of the tour 

Only road legal motorcycle are allowed to take part to the tour 

Valid driving license for motorcycles is required 

All tour participants are obliged to follow the guide and strictly adhere to the guidelines given. 

During the tour we may run into other people riding, biking, hiking, or animals etc. The participants must 

always slow down in these situations and, if asked to, switch off the engine of the bike until the guide gives 

the ok to start it back. 

The guide will manage the level of difficulty according to the participant’s skill levels. In case of a non-

homogeneous group, the tour will be based on the riding ability of the less expert participant. In case of 

pre-agreements to the reservation of the tour will be possible to have more guides in which case we will be 

able to split the group into soft and hard trails 

It is forbidden the use of GPS and tracking systems, penalty the exclusion from the tour 

If the guide feels that the behavior of a participant may be dangerous for the safety of other participants, 

other people o animals in the pastures, he may, at his sole judgment, exclude that participant from the tour 

To avoid disturbing the rest of inhabitants, villagers and tourists the tour will start at 10am  

Additional rules for participants with rental motorcycles 

The use of the motorcycles outside the guided tour is forbidden                                      

The motorcycle is for the exclusive use and under the exclusive responsibility of the participant 

Switching bikes among participants is forbidden 

The bike will be delivered at the beginning of the tour in optimal conditions for use 

Rental bikes are subject to a deposit fee, which will be communicated at the time of registration, and will 

be returned at the end of the tour, less the amount of the eventual damages 

Any damage (except normal wear) that will result from the use of the vehicle during the tour will be 

charged to the participant. In the eventuality of damages exceding the deposit fee, the participant is 

obliged to pay the difference by cash, bank transfer or check. 

In the eventuality of the bike suffering damages that can not be repaired on site, the participant will not be 

entitled to a replacement bike. 
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